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Stadium With The Strip: 
By: Austin Reid SattlerFIG: x.x
Allegiant Stadium (a $1.9 billion project) has been recently completed just across 
the interstate from the south end of The Strip.  Its future-oriented design and 
seating capacity of 60,000 brings tremendous potential for Las Vegas, and its 
location has brought challenges to resolve with regard to pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic around major events. Austin Sattler studies the characteristics of 
Las Vegas Boulevard that make it one of the most populous streets in the world 
and its multiple cross-streets that support a continuation of the tourist experience. 
After conducting additional case studies of popular promenades around the world 
and simulating various strategies in the Las Vegas context, this project shows how 
to efficiently and excitedly facilitate the safe movement of massive amounts of 
people through the arid urban landscape. 
Gaining insights from mentors from the Clark County Comprehensive Planning 
Department, Austin learned that the current plan for tourists wanting to cross the 
interstate on game day is a simple road closure for guests to walk across the four-
lane bridge.  The alternative design takes shading, seating, mobility impairments, 
and more into consideration.  Further, the nearly half mile stretch is transformed 
with the kind of entertainment often found while tailgating at other events usually 
surrounded by hundreds of acres of parking.  With the desire to density the neigh-
borhood and instill sustainable design strategies, this project demonstrates what is 
possible when planning, parks and recreation, and private industry work together 
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Recognizing the value of investing in outdoor public spaces versus traditional real 
estate development, it is imperative that public promenades along “The Strip” 
foster interactive experiences in built environments that blend people and places 
together, by bringing resorts’ interior programming to the public realm.
Thesis Statement
Research Questions
What is the driver that attracts tourist to the existing promenades on the Strip?  
What is the next big attraction on the Las Vegas Strip?
What design strategies can we implement to make promenades more flexible, 
interactive, and dynamic to heighten the pedestrian experience?
How does the adjacent resorts benefit from a promenade?
What key design elements go into making a promenade space great?
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Las Vegas is a destination where people travel to from all around the world to 
experience it’s resort amenities such as entertainment, restaurants, and nightlife. 
However, only eight out of the thirty casinos on the Las Vegas Boulevard from 
Mandalay Bay to the Stratosphere, offer some form of outdoor programming that 
resides on “The Strip”. This result in a problematic 27% of resorts amenities
occupying the outdoor space on “The Strip”. 
This dissertation explores the solution of flipping resorts programming inside-out 
offering more outdoor entertainment, restaurants, and nightlife to the public 
realm of the Las Vegas Strip. My research examines best design possibilities of 
bringing large crowds to Allegiant Stadium and “The Strip” in a safe manner, 
while raising the pedestrians experience by implementing outdoor amenities. 
Abstract
FIG: 1.1
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Architectural Solution
“I Am Outdoor Amenities”
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The city of Las Vegas suffers from inner city decay and suburban sprawl making 
the city have a strong dependence for its locals to own a car as their main means 
of transportation when getting around the city. Major cities around the United 
States found their solution to their inner city decay and suburban sprawl problems 
by restoring their urban centers forming a compact walkable city. The list 
below shows Las Vegas’s walk score, bike score, and bus score compared to 
other cities around the United States of America.  
Las Vegas compared to other cities. 
Understanding the problem. 
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Inner-city decay is the deurbanization process by which a previously functioning 
city, or part of a city, falls into disrepair. Inner-city decay is also known as the slums 
and they usually form right on the outskirts of the city center. Inner-city decay can 
start from poor urban planning decisions, expensive rent, low-income populace, 
freeway roads that run through the area, violence, neighborhood redlining, and 
immigration restrictions. This results in cities to grow away from the disrepair of 
the inner city, where they experience large population growth to the suburbs and 
adjacent commuter towns or neighborhoods within the city. Due to inner-city decay 
Las Vegas suffers from a suburban sprawl movement.
What is Inner-city decay? 
FIG: 2.1
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Suburban Sprawl is the spread of urbanized areas into the outskirts 
of the city into rural landscapes. It can be identified by low-density 
single-family homes and new road networks spreading into the 
wild lands and agricultural fields outside of cities. The spread of 
residential homes removes agricultural production away from fertile 
wild lands. By single family homes spreading away from the city 
center, it results in people commuting farther to their workplace 
using more fossil fuels. Due to the reliance on commuting by car, 
sprawl contributes to global climate change. In order, to stop 
suburban sprawl, Las Vegas needs to revitalize its urban centers. 
What is Suburban Sprawl? 
FIG: 2.2
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When restoring urban centers it transforms the neighborhood to a 
more compact, pedestrian friendly, and walkable city. Revitalizing the 
existing city center makes daily living activities easier to walk to and 
lowers the dependence on owning a car. Restoring the urban center 
with mixed used buildings encourages people to live in close proximity 
of restaurants, shopping, and schools. Building a higher density housing 
center will mean a more active lifestyle where you can walk to work, 
lower energy consumptions, and create a vibrant community. When 
revitalizing its existing urban center, its significant that Las Vegas 
comprehends key design characteristics that make a space special.
The impact of restoring urban centers  
FIG: 2.3
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What makes a great place is based off of four design key elements. 
These characteristics are sociability, user activities, linkage access, 
and overall a comfortable space. These key attributes are than 
separated into the categories intangibles and measurements. A 
characteristic that would be under the intangible category would 
be if the place is welcoming, fun, safe, and accessible. While 
characteristics that would fall into the measurements category would 
be street life, land-use, building solutions, and pedestrian activity. 
When designing a promenade that connects Allegiant Stadium to 
“The Strip” its imperative that these characteristics are implemented. 
What Makes A Great Place? 
FIG: 2.4
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What makes a complete street is providing key design foundations 
that considerer all types of transportation. These design foundations 
are activating the sidewalk, providing safe cross walks, a landscape 
buffer separating the road from the pedestrian sidewalk, and creating 
a dedicated bike and bus lane. Hacienda Ave is the street thats in front 
of Allegiant Stadium, crosses the I-15, and stretches all the way to Las 
Vegas Boulevard. On game day, Hacienda Ave will be closed for vehicle 
transportation, so pedestrians can walk safely on the roadway. I view 
this game day road closure as a temporary solution and doesn’t perform 
as a complete street. The solution is transforming Hacienda Ave to a 
complete street with a design that considers all types of transportation 
and implements these core design strategies into the roadway.
What is A Complete Street? 
FIG: 2.5
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Case Studies3
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The Park Promenade The LINQ Promenade
Grand Bazaar ShopsFremont Street
Container Park
Case Studies: Las Vegas Promenades
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Case Studies: Pedestrian Foot Bridges
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 The Park Promenade is an immersive, outdoor 
destination for dining and entertainment at the heart of the 
Las Vegas strip. The Park Promenade is anchored by the 
T- Mobile Arena, home of the Vegas Golden Knights. This 
promenade hot spot was once just unused space in between 
two casinos. Now this space has activated the southern 
part of The Strip and became a destination for tourists 
and locals. The Park Promenade utilizes best management 
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Main Takeaway 
1. Design elements mitigate these extremes to 
    create the most enjoyable urban experience possible.
2. Iconic Shade structures for Las Vegas challenging 
    arid location, exposure to sun, and dry heat.
3. Water features utilizes best management practice 
    sustainability guidelines for water use.
4. The Park celebrates the Mojave  region and reinstates 
    a desert oasis.
Criticism
1. Create a location for street performers.
2. Design more flexible spaces for commercial pop up 
    vendors.
3. Create more casino entrances for tourists visiting the 
    promenade.
4. The Park Promenade has iconic shade structures, but  
    could use more to block out the strong west exposure.
The value and impact of investing in outdoor public 
space versus traditional real estate development.
Lessons Learned  
1
[     ]
FIG: 3.2



















The Linq promenade became an outdoor destination offering 
retail, dining, and entertainment. Special attractions at the Linq 
Promenade include the worlds largest observation wheel and a zip 
line stretching from each side of the promenade.  The promenade 
was once just unused space in between two casinos and now it’s the 
life of the party and a must see destination to visit on the Strip. 
This promenade created an integrated resort for multiple casinos 
including  the Flamingo, the Linq, and Harrah’s.
CASE STUDY 02:
THE LINQ PROMENADE
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FIG: 3.7
FIG: 3.8
FIG: 3.9 FIG: 3.10
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Lessons Learned 
1. Develop a street of shops, restaurants and 
    entertainment venues which adaptively modified the 
    existing fabric.
2. Adding a layer of authenticity associated with urban 
    shopping districts.
3. The promenade provides another entrance to the
    Flamingo and LINQ. 
4. Buildings composed mostly of industrial style    
    reaching back to Las Vegas’s founding days.
Criticism  
1. The second floor needs activation. 
2. Incorporate more landscaping and create a light show 
    within the promenade.
3. Create more casino entrances for tourists visiting the 
    promenade.
4. Develop a space for designated street performers and 
    pop-up vendors to set up shop.
The LINQ promenade is anchored by the High Roller, 
this forms a destination and attracts people to the space.
Main Takeaway 
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FIG: 3.11
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CASE STUDY 03:













Bally’s front yard is home of the Grand Bazaar Shops which 
plays as a connection promenade to the casino and the Las 
Vegas strip. The Grand Bazaar Shops offers exciting outdoor 
restaurants, shops, and bars. The buildings have a wavy 
rainbow colored facade that lights up at night, that adds to the 
spectacle of the Las Vegas Skyline. The Grand Bazaar Shops 
is a prime example of a promenade transforming unused space 
and turning a casino into an a destination on the strip. This 
open-air mall takes on inspiration from historical markets from 
Europe and the Middle East, with its own 21st century twist.
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Lessons Learned 
1. LED Canvas adds to the Las Vegas light show 
spectacle and creates a pulsating show.
2. Operation is turnkey for the retailer and provides an 
instant commercial pop-up shop.
3. A flexible promenade space for the retailer and the   
    consumer.
4. The promenade created multiple pedestrian roads of 
retail, restaurants, and entertainment.
Criticism  
1. Implement a lush landscape area and water features 
    within the promenade. 
2. The promenade needs another attraction besides the   
    the Bally hotel that will drive people into the space.
3. Create a location for street performers.
4. The promenade needs more integrated seating.
    This will allow people the opportunity to relax and 
     take in the surrounding atmosphere around them.  
The Grand Bazaar Shops performs as the front door to 
Bally’s hotel and connects The Strip to the Resort.
Main Takeaway 
1
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FIG: 3.12



















The Fremont Street Experience is a pedestrian mall and is the 
main attraction in downtown Las Vegas, Nevada. Fremont Street 
Experience has become a major tourist attraction bringing 24 
million visitors annually to downtown Las Vegas. Fremont Street 
has a barrel vault canopy with a  light show that stretches four 
blocks down Fremont and creates an electrified atmosphere. 
Fremont Street experience has a zip line attraction called Slotzilla 
that stretches the distance of the four block canopy. The canopy 
is not only a shade structure, but provides pedestrian access to 8 
casinos, 60+ restaurants and retail kiosks on Fremont. 
Introduction 
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Lessons Learned 
1. Creating a pedestrian friendly walkable promenade.    
2. Designing three outdoor stages providing free 
    concerts for the pedestrians walking down Fremont 
    Street Experience.
3. Pedestrian access to 8 casinos and 60+ restaurants & 
    retail kiosks.
4. Every night the Fremont Street Experience has a  
    show of 2.1 million lights and 540,000 watts of sound.
Criticism  
1. Activate the second floor.
2. Incorporate more landscaping and water feature into 
    the promenade.
3. Fremont Street Experience lacks retail and dining.
4. Create a more mature context within the promenade.
5. Design a space that has flexible furniture for adults 
    and acts as a playground for children.  
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Downtown Container Park is an outdoor shopping mall and 
entertainment complex located in downtown Las Vegas, 
Nevada. The tenants are housed in metal cubes manufacturer 
by Extreme Cube. The project was conceived by Tony Hsieh 
and his Downtown Project, a group dedicated to revitalizing 
the downtown neighborhood of Las Vegas. In 2013, Container 
Park opened with 34 tenants and the outdoor shopping mall 
includes 43 shipping containers and 41 cubes. Container Park 
offers outdoor shopping, dining, drinking, and entertainment. 
FIG: 3.21
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Lessons Learned 
1. Revolutionize the public space by using storage 
 
    containers.
2. Stage allows live music entertainment and lawn   
    performs as a flexible space for watching shows and a 
    play zone for children.
3. Art installation activates the street presence by 
    spitting fire from its mouth every thirty minutes.  
4. Large sign invites pedestrians from the street and is   
    used as a front door for Container Park.
Criticism 
1. Activate the second floor. The second floor needs 
   an attraction for people to wonder to the second floor.
2. Create a shade structure for the park.
3. Add more landscaping and water features to the 
   outdoor shopping mall and promenade.
4. Visitors can only enter container park by a controlled  
    entrance in the front, this results in a disconnect from  
    the street and the building.
Design a flexible space for shopping, dining, 
entertainment, and a friendly playground for children.
Main Takeaway 
1
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FIG: 3.22
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FIG: 3.23
FIG: 3.24
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The High Line is a nonprofit organization and a public park 
on the West Side of Manhattan. The high Line stretches from 
34th street in Chelsea all the way to Gansevoort Street in the 
Meatpacking District. The High Line is a great example of the 
power of adaptive reuse projects because the park was built on 
a historic, elevated rail line. The High Line was always planned
to be more than just a park. You can walk through gardens, 
view art, experience a performance, savor delicious food, or 
connect with friends and neighbors-all while enjoying unique 
perspective of New York City.  
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Lessons Learned
1. Best practice of adaptive reuses and transformed an  
    abandoned elevated railroad infrastructure. 
2. Implemented art within the park that heightens the  
    pedestrian experience.
3. The elevated linear park adds a lush landscape with   
    
    some green lungs to a congested concrete city. 
   
   This preserves the ecosystem and natural habitat.
4. Park cleaned up the neighborhood and created a 
     community engagement.
Criticism  
1. Create a shade structure 
2. Implement more restaurants and stores on the 
    pedestrian walk.
3. Develop a desired space for street performers and 
    commercial vendors to set up.
4. Create a space for fitting recreational sports. Such as, 
    teather ball, ping pong, fooseball, billiards, and chess.
The park provides interesting benches and outdoor    
amphitheater seating with greats views of the city.
Main Takeaway 
FIG: 3.29
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The 605 ft long Rainbow Bridge is an elevated sidewalk that 
offers a public connection between two venues, the convention 
center and the performing arts center. Moving between point 
A to point B required climbing several flights of stairs and 
traversing a stretch of road dominated by loading docks and 
HVAC equipment. SPF Architects knew that the bridge 
needed to be an experience, not just a concrete traverse. The 
Rainbow bridge is an open urban park that not only provides 
circulation between two centers, but creates a new public 
meeting place, lights up at night, and an architectural marker.
FIG: 3.30
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Lessons Learned 
1. The form ties to the site by conceived as an 
     abstraction of a breaking wave with a deck that 
    
     portrays a boardwalk environment.
2.  The steel geometry and concrete profile are modified 
     in a way that just one shape could achieve a similar 
     dynamic form when placed in repetition.
3. Added trees and programed a park within the bridge. 
Criticism
1. Add more seating to the bridge to create more of a 
    park atmosphere.
2. Design a space for commercial pop up vendors to 
    open up shop.
3. The bridge could use a designated area that perform
    as a showcase for art and sculptures for the adjacent 
    performing arts center.
4. Create a space for street performers and employees 
    
    of the performing arts center to perform at.
A dynamic footbridge that has LED color changing 
lights that can be programmed or a static light scape.
Main Takeaway 
1
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FIG: 3.31


















The Atyrau Bridge is located between the Karaotkel and 
Seruen bridges. The bridge was a gift from the Atyrau region 
for celebrating the cities capital 20th anniversary. The Atyrau 
Bridge facilitates pedestrians from the right to the left bank of 
the Esil River. The Sturgeon fish is a symbol of the Atyrau 
Region and the bridge itself resembles the fish that swims 
bending its torso. When you go under the dome, on a sunny 
day, you can see shapes reflecting fish scales on the asphalt. 
On this bridge, there is a separate red bike path for those who 
decide to cycle across the city.
FIG: 3.35
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Lessons Learned 
1. The form of the pedestrian bridge resembles a 
    
    Strugeon fish. (symbol of the Atyrau region) 
2. Shade structure is made up of triangular glazed   
    
    cassette panels.
3. The shade structure reflects a pattern on the paver’s.
4. The pedestrian footbridge incorporates a three meter  
    wide bike lane for bicyclist.
Criticism  
1. Add more seating to the bridge to create more of a 
    park atmosphere.
2. The foot bridge doesn’t have any landscaping.
3. The bridge could use a designated area that performs
    as a showcase for art and sculptures.
4. Create a space for street performers and entertainers.
5. Design a designated area for commercial pop up 
    vendors to operate their business.
Main Takeaway 
The structure has a large sky roof giving views to the    
sky and creates a semi-closed atmosphere. 
FIG: 3.39
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CASE STUDY 04:













The Providence River Pedestrian Bridge performs as the new 
gateway to the city connecting five prominent neighborhoods 
and institutions within the city. The bridge also provides access 
to over 40 acres of prime waterfront real estate that was freed 
up when interstate I-195 was relocated. The pedestrian bridge 
encourages a community connection and social engagement 
among the city residents. The bridge also integrates and forms 
a connection from the urban city to the adjacent 10,000 suns 
park heading west. In conclusion, the pedestrian bridge forms 
urban spaces and ecological spaces to a singular public space.
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Lessons Learned 
1. The pedestrian footbridge aesthetically changes from 
   
    the morning and at night when the lights are on.
2. The pedestrian footbridge is built on the piers of the 
    former stretch of I-195. 
3. The upper deck is made of Brazilian Ipe hardwood    
    and the lower level is made up of bluestone steps.
4. Hardwood benches have built in chess tables on the 
   pedestrian footbridge. 
Criticism  
1. The bridge was allocated a $2 million dollar budget 
    and the projects total cost inflated to $21.9 million 
    dollars.
2. Add a shade structure for the pedestrian footbridge.
3. Develop a separate lane for pedestrians traveling by 
    bicycle or joggers.
4. Add more landscape on the pedestrian footbridge.
Main Takeaway 
The pedestrian footbridge reconnects neighborhoods 
that are separated by the Providence River.
FIG: 3.44















The Twist is the latest expansion to the Kistefos Museum in 
Norway and is a torqued bridge crossing the Randselva river. 
The project solves the dead end circulation of the large sculpt
ture museum and creates one large circle loop circulation on 
the museums campus. The bridges twisting form came from 
the museums program and creating an art sculpture out of the 
bridge resulting in a bridge to be a hybrid of architecture,
infrastructure, and sculpture. The Twist doubles as a bridge 
and a two story exhibition space for the museum to display art.
FIG: 3.45
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Lessons Learned 
1. The bridge connects the museums campus and 
    creates a large loop circulation.
2.  The double height bridge has a 90 degrees twist in 
     the buildings volume creating a sculptural form.
3. The twisted geometry  of the museum bridge is made 
    up of aluminum panels arranged like a stack of     
    books shifting ever so slightly.
4. The interior of the Twist echoes the exterior with the   
    shifting aluminum panels and feels like your walking 
    through a camera shutter.
Criticism  
1. The structure of the Twist could use a sky roof 
    providing more natural daylighting into the space.
2. The Twist should allow pedestrians rooftop access   
   
    because of its location it would give great views of 
    the landscape and river.
3. A consideration to the Twist is adding some form of 
    retail or dining program to the building. 
Main Takeaway 
The Twist is a gallery, bridge, and a sculpture all in 
one enclosed structure.
FIG: 3.49
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Promenade 
Destination4
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The Neon Staple






City of Las Vegas
Project Type: 





12 min walk, 0.5 mile, and  303,865 SF 
The Neon Staple connects Allegiant Stadium to the 
strip, while intersecting through Mandalay Bay and 
Luxor. The promenade stretches all the way to the 
corner of Mandalay Bay Rd activating the corner of 
Luxor and enhancing the pedestrian experience on 
Las Vegas Boulevard. The promenade features the 
framework of flipping the resorts program inside out 
providing outdoor dining, entertainment, retail, and 
a mature landscape to the outdoors. The promenade 
will perform as a driver for the resorts, bringing 
more guests to Luxor and Mandalay Bay. 
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Lessons Learned 
1. Design elements mitigate these extremes to 
    create the most enjoyable urban experience possible.
2. Anchor the promenade with Allegiant Stadium. 
3. The promenade transforms Luxor and Mandalay Bay   
     to an integrated resort. 
4.  The bridges canopy performs as a shade structure, a 
     gateway to the city, and adds to Las Vegas light show. 
5. The promenade is designed to be a flexible space for 
   offering outdoor shopping, dining, and entertainment.
6. The park provides interesting benches and outdoor  
    amphitheater seating offering greats views of the city.
7. Adopts sharp geometry lines from Luxor and Allegiant 
    Stadium, the form is an abstraction a deck of cards. 
8. The semi-closed structure provokes an open feeling.
9. The pedestrian footbridge aesthetically changes from 
    the morning and at night when the lights are on.
10. The pedestrian footbridge connects Allegiant 
      Stadium and the strip, that is currently separated by  
      interstate I-15.
Main Takeaway 
The value and impact of investing in outdoor public 
space versus traditional real estate development.
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Promenade Proposal Location 
Construction Phases
Phase 1: Activating the empty parking lot in front of Luxor
                  will height the pedestrian experience by bringing    
                  resort amenities to the public realm of “The Strip”.
Phase 2: Consists of renovating the Mandalay Bay Shops to    
                  an outdoor mall that offers entertainment, retail,   
                  restaurants, nightlife, and a monorail station.
Phase 3: Involves a overhaul of the existing two-story parking     
                  garage infrastructure and updating the infrastructure 
                  to it’s current needs. This new parking structure will   
                  support parking for Luxor and Allegiant Stadium.
Phase 4: Includes renovating the existing bridge over the I-15   
                  to an interactive promenade that fosters outdoor 
                  programming, while creating a safe walking pathway 
                  from the strip to Allegiant Stadium. 
N
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Existing Programming Percentages
• Pie chart percentages are divided from Luxor’s programming 
   
• Map illustrates the existing resort programming location  












Las Vegas Blvd Parking Lot
Axon-metric of Existing Condition
Retail
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Quasi Experiment A: Foot Traffic Analysis
• Infrastructure was built to allow people to drive over the I-15 and 
to bring small crowds of people across the bridge.
• Only connection to the strip and the stadium is Mandalay Bay Rd 
that has a small 5’ sidewalks on each side for pedestrians to walk on.
•Blue is illustrating a low foot traffic analysis, due to the existing 
being an electrical power plant and back of house loading dock for 
the resorts deliveries and garbage.
Before Allegiant Stadium
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• Infrastructure to support large crowds of people from Allegiant 
Stadium to the Las Vegas Strip.
• Extending the width of Mandalay Bay Rd by 50’ for pedestrian 
only foot traffic, with food trucks to grab and go quick food.
•Red is illustrating a heavy foot traffic analysis, due to the 
interactive promenade  offering outdoor dining, entertainment, 
shopping, and park.
Renovated: Raider Park Promenade







Exis�ng road   
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Quasi Experiment B: Path and Paver Preference
Renovated Variable: Different Path Vignettes
Blue stone Cobblestone Limestone Concrete
Increase Open Up Invite Integrate Assemble
Increase: To make greater in size of the path.
Open Up: to become more accessible to the public.
Invite: To formerly bring the public to the path.
Integrate: To combine the path with elements, resulting in a whole.
Assemble: Gather together in one place for a common purpose.
Blue stone: Blue and gray small dole-rite stones
Cobblestone: Natural round stones used for paving roads 
Granite: Igneous rock consisting of quartz, mica, and feldspar.
Limestone: Sedimentary rock, composed of calcium carbonate or dolomite
Concrete: Mixture of broken stone or gravel, sand, cement, and water.
Granite
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Renovated Variable: Footbridge Over the I-15
• The main goal is to bring large crowds of people back and forth from the strip and  
    Allegiant Stadium safely, while bringing amenities to the outdoors. 
• Option B: Two direct bridges were selected due to safety, convenience, and not 
                      creating a dramatic grade change.
C: Diagonal Bridge - Extended 50’
     Path Pros: Increase, Assemble, 
                       and Integrates
     Path Cons: Steep Grade Change 
D: Three Ramps - Extended 50’ wide
     Path Pros: Increase, Assemble,    
                       and Integrates
     Path Cons: Steep Grade Change
A: Direct Bridge - Extended 50’ wide
     Path Pros: Increase, Assemble
     Path Cons: No Repel, Dangerous
B: Direct Bridge - Extended 50’ wide
     Path Pros: Increase, Assemble
     Path Cons: No Repel, Dangerous
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Quasi Experiment C: Promenade Seating
 Bench Ledge: The Neon Staple will incorporate bench ledge seating due to  
                              it performing as a chair and a lounge chair that reclines.
Multi-Ledge: The benefits of the multi-ledge is the interesting angles that 
                             allow more seating than a regular ledge and conversations 
                             between people to be more organic compared to leaning over.
Amphitheater: The promenade offers three different amphitheaters. The   
                             first two locations are in front of the Luxor, giving views to 
                             the Las Vegas Strip. The third amphitheater is located on the 
                             bridge of the Neon Staple and provides an area to enjoy the
                             view of the strip and the stadium.  
Built in Bench: This type of integral seating was selected because it offers a 
                              landscape buffer that creates a park environment while also 
                              creating a place to relax and take in the surroundings. The  
                              built in bench is the most aesthetic seating option in my eyes 
                              due to the way it integrates landscaping. 
Renovated Variable: Integral Seating Options
Bench Bench Ledge Day Bed Multi-Ledge Ledge
Built in Bench Built in Bench Built in Ledge Amphitheater Amphitheater
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Built in Bench
Amphitheater
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Renovated Variable: Shaded Areas
Shade Pergola PergolaShade Stand Alone
Quasi Experiment D: Distinguished Areas
Site Context: Two Black Buildings With Sharp White Lines 
FIG: 4.3
FIG: 4.4
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Inspiration: a Card Dealer Shuffling a Deck of Cards
FIG: 4.5
FIG: 4.6
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The Neon Staple













Phase 1: Neon Square
         
Activating the empty parking lot in front of Luxor
will height the pedestrian experience by bringing    
resort amenities to the public realm of “The Strip”. 
Neon Square offers outdoor dinning, shopping, and 
entertainment. The courtyard is anchored by a large 
performing stage and screen that will host concerts, 
shows, and a viewing party for the raiders game. In 
addition, the promenade is also an elevated linear 
park with entrances to Luxor and Mandalay Bay.
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Lessons Learned 
Main Takeaway 
Activating the empty parking lot in front of the Luxor 
hotel and casino by creating an outdoor mall, an event 
stage, and a pathway leading to the Neon Shops. 
1. Revitalizing an empty parking lot to an to an 
    energetic atmosphere that will heighten the 
    pedestrian experience on the strip.
2.  The outdoor shops will perform as a front door for 
   
     Luxor, driving more tourists into the resort.
3. The outdoor event stage will serve as a entertainment 
    venue that offers concerts, cirque du soleil shows, 
    comedy acts, and a place to watch the Raiders games.
4. The elevated pathway creates a safe environment for 
    tourists to cross the street, while the promenade will 
    lead them into the Mandalay Bay Shops.
5. The theme throughtout the whole promenade plays 
    on its site’s context. The ongoing color theme is black 
    gray, and neon derived from the colors of Luxor, 
    Allegiant  Stadium, and the Raiders colorway. The 
    sharp angles within the buildings are all derived    
   from the sharp lines of the Luxor and the Stadium.
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Design A Design Development Diagram






3 Entertainment Venues, 37.5%
Retail
- 3,670 sqft
2 Retail Storefronts, 25%
Promenade
- 22,600 sqft
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3 : Extrude
4 : Programming
Step 1: Comprehending the scope of the   
             proposed site. 
Step 2: Provide 50’ setbacks for large 
             sidewalks for pedestrian comfort.
Step 3: L-shaped building wraps around 
             the corner.   
Step 4: Divide the programming with 
            dinning, entertainment, and retail.
Positive: An open air mall, very inviting
Negative: Luxor losses parking spots in   
               the front of its casino, but they   
               have a parking garage in the rear. 
Design Exploration
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Design B Design Development Diagram






5 Entertainment Venues, 29%
Retail
- 12,600 sqft
6 Retail Storefronts, 33%
Promenade
- 22,600 sqft
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3 : Extrude
4 : Programming
Step 1: Comprehending the scope of the   
             proposed site. 
Step 2: Provide 50’ setbacks for large 
             sidewalks for pedestrian comfort. 
Step 3: L-shaped building wraps around 
             the corner.     
Step 4: Divide the programming with 
            dinning, entertainment, and retail.
Positive: More programming and a more 
               comfortable campus atmosphere.
Negative:  Luxor losses parking spots in   
               the front of its casino, but they   
               have a parking garage in the rear. 
Design Proposal





Elevations: Scale at 1” = 80’




    ±3,000 SF
BUILDING B
    ±4,020 SF
BUILDING A








A FLOOR PLAN - LEVEL 01SCALE:  1/64 = 1'-0"
NORTH
PROMENADE
    ±22,600 SF
LUXOR
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The Neon Staple









Existing Mandalay Bay Shops
Size:
Building: 109,260 Sqft
Promenade: 82,430  Sqft
Total:  191,690 Sqft       
Steps away from Luxor and Mandalay Bay conveniently 
located will be the Neon Shops. Currently, the 
Mandalay Bay shops reside in this location, but it is a 
enclosed building. The Neon Shops takes the traditional 
model of an enclosed resort shopping mall and flips the 
programming inside-out. Transforming, the shops to an 
open-air mall that will alter the space to a beautiful 
outdoor area that gives views to “The Strip” and 
Allegiant Stadium. The Neon Shops is at the epicenter of 
the promenade, located in between two resorts and the 
middle of Las Vegas Boulevard and Allegiant Stadium.
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Lessons Learned 
Main Takeaway 
Revitalizing the existing enclosed shopping mall to an 
open air outdoor mall and monorail station. The Neon 
Shops is perfectly located between two MGM resorts 
and Allegiant Stadium and “The Strip”.
1. Revitalizing a shopping mall and flipping the 
   
    programs inside out-creates this beautiful space 
   
    where pedestrians can enjoy the outdoors. 
2.  The Neon Shops monorail station makes it very 
     
     convenient for guests staying at Luxor or Mandalay 
    
     Bay to travel along the strip. 
3.  The Allegiant Stadium is a 70,000 seat arena, 
     resulting in an large influx of pedestrians traveling 
     along the promenade, shopping at the Neon Shops, 
     and walking into the Luxor or Mandalay Bay doors. 
4. The promenade features dining, shopping, bars, and 
    entertainment venues that have turn key leasing 
    operations. 
5. The Neon Shops has plenty of built in seating within 
     art installations and landscape buffers.
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Design A Design Development Diagram






3 Entertainment Venues, 37.5%
Retail
- 3,670 sqft
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Step 1: Comprehending the scope of the   
             proposed site. 
Step 2: Overhead monorail track system    
             goes above the existing shops. 
Step 3: Design promenade and courtyard     
             with sharp right angles.   
Step 4: Divide the programming with 
             dinning, entertainment, and retail.
Positive: The overhead monorail creates  
                an open area shopping center.
Negative: Due to clearance, the monorail 
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Design B Design Development Diagram






3 Entertainment Venues, 29%
Retail
- 3,670 sqft
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3 : Courtyard Step 1: Comprehending the scope of the   
             proposed site. 
Step 2: Monorail track system penetrates           
             the existing shops. 
Step 3: Design promenade and courtyard        
             with irregular sharp angles   
Step 4: Divide the programming with 
             dinning, entertainment, and retail.
Positive: Two public monorail stations,      
                one at the Neon Shops and one   
                at Allegiant Stadium.
Negative: The monorail track system 
           penetrates the Mandalay Bay Shops. 
Design Proposal
4 : Programming
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BUILDING B
    ±34,500 SF
BUILDING A




    ±34,700 SF
SCALE:  1/64 = 1'-0"A
 FLOOR PLAN - LEVEL 02
Exterior Elevation: Scale at 1” = 80’
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The Neon Staple is a pedestrian promenade and 
bridge extension of the segment of W. Hacienda Ave
that goes over the interstate-15. The Neon Staple 
unites the city by creating a  singular public space 
that was once separated by a busy highway. The 
focus of the design was on pedestrian safety, 
while creating a corridor that links the stadium to 
the strip. Walking on the Neon Staple, you can 
experience a quick bite to eat, grab a drink, 
recreational entertainment and simply just relax in 
the park. 
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Lessons Learned 
Main Takeaway 
Creating a safe pedestrian bridge that connects Allegiant 
Stadium with “The Strip”. 
1. The design of the Neon Staple acts as a landmark or 
    gateway within the city. You are welcomed into Las 
    Vegas from the iconic structure and also know were 
    you are at within the city.  
2.  Transform W. Hacienda Ave into a complete street 
     that caters to all forms of transportation. The new 
   
     street design has larger sidewalks, a bike lane, green 
     space, and roadway.
3. Incorporate an Allegiant monorail station so fans can 
    take public transportation to the stadium.
4. The elevated promenade creates a safe environment  
    for tourists and fans to cross the interstate, while 
   cleverly leading them to the resorts and than the strip.
5. The shade structure is derived from the sharp white 
    lines of Allegiant Stadium and the Luxor. The shade   
    structure also performs as a light show within the 
    interior of the promenade. 
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Existing: Infrastructure over the 1-15
   The existing connection to the strip and the stadium is 
   Hacienda Ave. This bridge has the minimum of 5’  
   
   sidewalks on each side for pedestrians to walk on. 
   This structure was built before Allegiant Stadium and 
   was not planned or capable to support 65,000 
  pedestrians traveling to the stadium or the strip on 
  game day. It’s imperative that this structure needs to be 
  renovated due to its surrounding built environment.
Benefits of flipping the resort inside out
Flipping the resorts programming to the outdoors will 
not only boosts the economy but will also transforming 
the built environment to an interactive park. The lot
in front of the Luxor has a monorail station and is not 
being used to its full potential. This elevated linear park 
will create a safe public realm connecting the allegiant 
stadium to Las Vegas Boulevard. The path intersects 
Luxor and Mandalay Bay, which will provide a large 
influx of new guests going into the casino. This 
promenade can easily bring 60,000 people on MGM 
property and will build a better integrated resort.
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Design A Design Development Diagram






3 Street Performer Destinations, 37.5%
Retail
- 5,000 sqft
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Step 1: Comprehending the scope of the   
             proposed site. 
Step 2: Extend the width of Hacienda Ave 
             by 50’ on  the north orientation.
Step 3: Incorporate Allegiant Stadium
             Monorail Station to promenade 
Step 4: Design Iconic shade structure 
Positive: Creates a direct pathway to the   
                Neon Shops and “The Strip”
Negative: Would have to build on top of 
                NV energy substation and move 
                transformers that get in the way.
Design Exploration
3 : Monorail Station
4 : Shade Structure
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Design B Design Development Diagram






3 Street Performer Destinations, 29%
Retail
- 3,670 sqft
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3 : Monorail Station
Design Proposal
4 : Shade Structure
Step 1: Comprehanding the scope of the   
             proposed site. 
Step 2: Extend the width of Hacienda Ave 
             by 50’ on  the South orientation.
Step 3: Incorporate Allegiant Stadium
             Monorail Station to promenade. 
Step 4: Design shade structure to be a    
             landmark. 
Positive: Creates a safe environment, 
               pedestrians don’t have to cross 
               Hacienda Ave. 
Negative: Have to snake the pathway over 
                 Hacienda Ave.
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Elevations: Scale at 1” = 80’
North Elevation
South Elevation
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Elevations: Scale at 1” = 40’
East Elevation
West Elevation
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Section and Floor Plan: Scale at 1” = 40’
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Conclusion
In conclusion, I find flipping the resorts programming inside-out as the solution 
to enhance the pedestrian experience while walking “The Strip”. From 
analyzing Las Vegas promenades it truly transforms the space and turns the 
hotel into an integrated resort. In the beginning of my research I asked what is the 
driver that attracts tourists to these existing promenades on the strip? I realized 
that most of the promenades on the Las Vegas Strip are anchored by an resort, 
an amusement ride, or a stadium. Then I asked my self what is the next big 
attraction on the Las Vegas Strip and what will drive tourists to this location. 
After, asking myself this question, I realized the latest attraction on the strip is 
Allegiant Stadium. This site is the perfect example to flip a resort inside-out and 
create a promenade that links Allegiant Stadium, to Luxor, Mandalay Bay, and 
“The Strip.”.  My design focused on creating a safe pedestrian corridor that takes 
fans from Allegiant Stadium to the Strip, while aiming to heighten pedestrians 
experiences with outdoor dining, retail, and entertainment. Luxor and Mandalay 
Bay are owned by MGM resorts and they will benefit from this promenade by 
creating a direct pathway that brings 60,000 fans right through their hotel doors. 
This promenade will transform the Luxor and Mandalay Bay resort as the hotels 
to stay at while you visit Las Vegas for a Raiders game. I truly believe my
research and design brings great opportunities to the future of Hacienda Ave 
and has the power to unite the stadium district with the Las Vegas Strip.
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FIG: (3.1 - 3.5) (http://www.melk-nyc.com/work-portfolio/las-vegas-strip-the-park/)
FIG: (3.6 - 3.10) (https://www.dmsas.com/project/the-linq/) 
















































FIG: (3.30 - 3.34) (https://www.archdaily.com/889521/the-rainbow-bridge-spf-architects)













FIG: (3.45 - 3.49) (https://www.archdaily.com/925106/the-twist-museum-big)
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